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Set in the not too distant future, robots have finally overcome the tyranny of human enslavement. A peaceful robot existence is
now at threat from a mysterious organic inva 5d3b920ae0
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Fun Repetitive music is great when not dying Cheaper than a condom 11/10 Would kill izbot again. Pleasant to play through but
rather unremarkable. iZBOT reminds me of Super Meat Boy, except it has much less content and it only becomes difficult in
the last world. It took me about two hours to 100% the game, so definitely wait until it is on sale to purchase. I think a level
editor would be a welcome addition in the future.. Fun game, well-made.. Fantastic little plataformer, a steam hidden gem for
sure.. Cheap version of Super Meat Boy. The controls are very similar but the levels is quite easier than Super Meat Boy. It
consists of 3 area (20 level and 1 boss). It's kinda short if you have some experience at other platformer games. (2 hour-ish to
finish the game, maybe you can beat this game faster than mine) I must say it's not that bad actually, if you see this game on
discount, go ahead and try this game for yourself.. Everything you expect from a platformer in a neat little package. This
definitely isn't a big game. Completing it, getting all gems (although the achievement didn't unlock), and optimizing my time in
a few levels took me around 4 hours u2014 and I'm probably somewhere between mediocre and decent at precision platformers.
The controls are tight and responsive, the speed is good, and the levels are well-designed, so you can mostly go as fast as the
game allows and not have to wait for moving parts of the level to let you through. And most important of all, it's fair. While you
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may have to play a level a few times to become familiar with it, the game never just kills you for no reason, and there's mostly
no blind drops or anything of the sort. You'll still die probably thousands of times just because you know you can do a level just
a liiiiittle faster. So yeah, if run n' jump precision platformers is your kind of thing, you'll most likely enjoy this u2014 because
it's a run n' jump precision platformer and a very decent one at that. 3 very minor things though: - the bosses are maybe a bit
lackluster. You'll be spending most of your in-game time outside of boss fights anyway, so it's not a huge deal really. - hitboxes
seem to be a little bigger than you'd expect. It's something you get used to after a while, but it confused me at first - the gems
seem to only serve to unlock an achievement (which didn't unlock for me for some reason). It'd be super nice if they served
some purpose within the game too. Apart from that, a thouroughly enjoyable platformer that should satisfy the cravings of most
platforming enthusiasts for a little while.. This is interesting and difficult. Big patience is needed. Cause so many deaths are
occurred. I've just accomplished all levels. My head is a bit woozy due to concentration and stress. Anyway I'm satisfied with
the simple and challenging gameplay of this game. I hope there'll be sequel.
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